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Investigations in Africa & Glabally

The SSC Global Investigations team has a multidisciplinary local support network in Africa, which enables
us to conduct discrete investigations in all 55 countries on the continent; this enables us to establish and
verify sources of information; and all the while complying with legal or statutory restrictions applicable in
that country to successfully complete investigations about companies or individuals.

We offer due diligence investigations, inquiries into politically exposed individuals, criminal and civil
investigations, citizenship by investment screening, corruption investigations, forensic accounting
investigations, asset recovery, and more.

As members of the Council of International Investigators, World Association of Detectives, and Intellenet,
we have access to over 400 investigative professionals on 6 continents and nearly 70 countries.

With SSC Global Investigations, you can get actionable and timely intelligence about any company or
individual, anywhere in Africa.

Surveillance

The SSC Legacy surveillance team will monitor and record people, data, places, and vehicles, which may
require a criminal investigation to uncover illegal behavior. A variety of techniques are used, such as
electronic monitoring, physical observation, conducting interviews, and utilising technology.



Technical Surveillance encompasses drone, digital photography and video/audio recordings, as well as
vehicle and mobile tracking.

Cyber and Social Media Surveillance has become a mechanism for the surveillance of people, objects and
processes based on new technologies. Human intelligence can be used as a form of surveillance.

Human Intelligence (HUMINT) is intelligence gathered by means of interpersonal contact, as opposed to
the more technical surveillance gathering techniques.
Interviews are sometimes conducted by investigators and Undercover Agents to discover as much
information as possible about the subject.

Visit www.ssclegacy.com/investigations/surveillance for more information.

Independent Security Management

Whether you need a part-time security manager or someone permanent on site, you will receive a highly
professional security manager from SSC Legacy who will ensure the smooth operation of all your security.

SSC Legacy’s onsite security managers are completely independent of all other security contractors; as a
result we can guarantee that all these contractors will be professionally managed ensuring contractor
compliance. Professionally managed and properly implemented security will not only be cost effective but
will help reduce loss.

Our role as your Independent Security Manager would include:

Contractor performance reviews and assessments
Billing accuracy
Contractor responsiveness
Monitoring of training requirements and procedures
Attrition rates amongst staff and the causes thereof
Contractor service complaint monitoring
On-site inspections
Record and receipt inspection
Security audits and surveys
On & Remote Off-site Control Room Management

We are ready to assist you whether your business already has its own control room or requires remote
monitoring from our off-site facility.

Control rooms, when managed properly, ensure that you are well protected at all times from vandals,
vagrants, and suspicious activity. We offer 24/7 real-time Monitoring of Surveillance Cameras meaning that
our video surveillance allows us to monitor critical areas continuously. We will notify your armed response
team or guarding partner of choice if any unusual sightings occur on your premises in real-time. Deterring

http://www.ssclegacy.com/investigations/surveillance


criminal activity before it occurs can be accomplished through this proactive approach.

Our staff have to pass an intense screening process and ongoing integrity testing. as well as rigorous
training that includes learning, from an industrial psychologist, about CCTV Surveillance Skills and Body
Language. Our operators learn improved observational skills and sharpen their ability to recognise incident
risk behaviour, detect criminal behaviour indicators and have an enhanced understanding of evidence
collection and surveillance strategy necessary for effective CCTV service delivery.

All incidents observed by our operators are captured onto our Integrated Knowledge Platform (IKP) called
Meerkat. This comprehensive reporting system will enable you to generate reports for specific time periods
or incidents to easily identify trends in criminal activity, labour matters as well as health and safety issues.

Visit www.ssclegacy.com/security/on-remote-off-site-control-room-management for more information.

 

For more details, please visit https://www.ebiz411.com/detail/ssc-legacy-investigation-services-and-security-
solutions-johannesburg-45
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